Universal Therapy Set
Dual arch appliances worn to eliminate any tooth contact and accommodate patients with contraindications on both arches. A standard nighttime NTI is worn in conjunction with a flat plane universal slider on the opposing arch.

Terminator Therapy Set
Stainless steel bars are added to the occlusal of the Universal Therapy Set, dramatically increasing the durability. For increased stability and durability, our default is to extend both appliances to the canines.

Indications
- Incisal height difference on both arches
- Patient divots or breaks NTI-tss Plus
- Veneers on both arches
- Missing incisor on both arches

Contraindications
- If concerned about additional vertical opening, Therapy Set may not be recommended.
- Some patients are averse to wearing dual arch appliances.

Patient Care Instructions
- Clean with warm water and anti-bacterial soap after each use
- Do not use alcohol or alcohol-based products for soaking or cleaning
- Never boil the NTI-tss Plus

What to Send
- Full arch VPS impressions, models or digital files
- Maximum protrusive measurement

Insurance Codes
All plans are different, therefore the coverage may vary. In general, the same insurance codes for splints, TMJ appliances and habit appliances all apply to the NTI-tss Plus.

Turnaround Times
Please allow two weeks for case turnaround.